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Abstract
Standard reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms assume that the observation of
the next state comes instantaneously and at no cost. In a wide variety of sequential
decision making tasks ranging from medical treatment to scientific discovery,
however, multiple classes of state observations are possible, each of which has an
associated cost. We propose the active measure RL framework (Amrl) as an initial
solution to this problem where the agent learns to maximize the costed return,
which we define as the discounted sum of rewards minus the sum of observation
costs. Our empirical evaluation demonstrates that Amrl-Q agents are able to learn
a policy and state estimator in parallel during online training. During training the
agent naturally shifts from its reliance on costly measurements of the environment
to its state estimator in order to increase its reward. It does this without harm to the
learned policy. Our results show that the Amrl-Q agent learns at a rate similar to
standard Q-learning and Dyna-Q. Critically, by utilizing an active strategy, Amrl-Q
achieves a higher costed return.
1 Introduction
When seeing a patient concerned about a potentially cancerous skin blemish, a doctor must decide
which diagnostic assessments are required. Some measurements, such as touch and visual inspection,
can easily be conducted during the initial consultation, whilst others require sophisticated equipment,
drawn-out lab analyses, and have higher costs associated with them. The doctor must actively decide
whether the higher cost assessment will provide information necessary in order to accurately and
efficiently select the next treatment action.
The above scenario describes a Markov Decision Process (MDP) with observation classes and costs.
Environments of this nature include the following properties:
• One or more classes of observations (measurements) of the next state are possible;
• The measurements have explicit associated costs; and,
• The value of the measurement depends on time and space.
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Indeed, a wide variety of sequential decision making tasks, such as materials design, public health
planning during a pandemic and operational planning (business decision making) involve the choice
of actions and classes of observations with associated costs.
The MDP formalism and the environments on which reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms are
developed and tested, however, are not designed to explore such settings [3]. In the canonical
framework, observations of the state of the environment are produced automatically, instantaneously
and have no explicit associated costs. Generally, agents are agnostic to the state observations provided
by the environment in the sense that they learn from what they receive. To the extent that the agent
might try to improve the quality of observations, it is through deep feature representations [14],
maintaining a belief state for partially observable MDPs [10], or taking actions to change the state
of the environment in order to gain a better understanding of it [2]. Thus prior work has considered
observations, yet has not dealt with the selection of observation classes, nor minimizing observation
costs.
Here, we frame MDPs with observation classes and costs as an active learning problem. Active
learning is typically applied to supervised machine learning with the aim of reducing the cost of
labelling training data [17]. However, active learning has recently been applied to RL in the context of
determining reward from external experts [7, 11, 16]. Conversely, we postulate that in some domains
observations of the state of the environment, like supervised labels, are expensive to obtain. In the
context of this work, the active component is applied to learning which measurements to make in a
given state at a particular time, or deciding not to make a measurement at all - thereby foregoing the
additional information and cost associated with it. The aim is to discounted sum of rewards minus
observation costs, which we denote as the costed return.
We propose the Active Measure Reinforcement Learning (Amrl) framework in which the agent learns
a policy and a state estimator in parallel via online experience. The agent chooses actions pairs that
change the environment and dictate whether the next state is measured directly or estimated. As
the state estimator is refined over time, the agent smoothly shifts to increasingly rely on it thereby
lowering its observations cost. This enables the Amrl agents to achieve a higher costed return.
We demonstrate an implementation of Amrl using Q-learning and a statistical state estimator (Amrl-
Q). We compare Amrl-Q to Q-learning and Dyna-Q on four benchmark learning environments,
including a new chemistry motivated environment; specifically, the junior scientist environment. The
results show that Amrl-Q achieves a higher sum of rewards minus observation cost than Q-learning
and Dyna-Q, whilst learning at an equivalent rate to Q-learning and Dyna-Q.
1.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this work are:
• Formalization of MDPs with observation classes and costs
• Definition of the Active Measure RL framework (Amrl)
• Initial implementation of a Q-learning approach, the Amrl-Q algorithm
• Analysis of Amrl-Q on benchmark RL environments
2 Related Work
Previous work on active reinforcement learning has focused on ameliorating the problem of defining
a complete reward function over the state-action space [1, 11, 16]. In addition to selecting an action
at each time step, the agents in these proposals actively decide to request a human expert to provide
the reward for the state-action pair. To minimize reliance on human experts, there is a cost assigned
to requesting a human-specified reward. The agent aims to minimize this cost whilst maximizing the
discounted sum of rewards. Similarly, Amrl maximizes the discounted sum of rewards minus the
sum of observations cost. However, the Amrl agent differs in the sense that state observations are
the bottleneck in the learning process rather than the rewards. Moreover, the Amrl agent may have
multiple different measurements of the state of the environment available to it, each of which has a
distinct cost.
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Active perception relates to our work in that the agent takes actions to increase the information
available [9]. The key distinction, however, is that in active adaptive perception applied to RL, the
agents employ self-modification and self-evaluation to improve its perception [2]. Alternatively, the
Amrl agent aims to judiciously select observation classes in order to have the necessary and sufficient
amount of information to choose the next action in order to maximize costed return.
Recently, the authors in [4, 13] proposed the extension of the concept of multi-view learning from
supervised domains reinforcement learning. They formulate this as an agent having multiple views
of the state-space available to it. This is the case, for example, for agents controlling autonomous
vehicles equipped with multiple sensors. This previous work, however, does not contain the con-
cept of observation costs, which are fundamental in applications of Amrl. Approximate dynamic
programming (ADP) aims to ameliorate the “curse-of-dimensionality” in dynamic programming
[15]. It is connected to our work in the sense that it introduces a new component, the post-decision
state, to the interaction with the environment. Alternatively, our work, which is not focused on the
curse-of-dimensionality, formulates an action pair that determines the process to be applied in the
environment and the class observation to be made.
The learning of the state transition dynamics of the Amrl framework is consistent with the techniques
employed in model-based RL [5, 12, 8]. The goal of model-based RL, however, is to reduce the
number of real-world training steps needed to obtain an optimal policy. This does not solve our
problem of selecting the observation class, nor minimizing associated observations.
Learning algorithms for POMDPs utilize a state estimator to internalize the agent’s recent experience
in order to reduce uncertainty in partially observable environments. At each time step, the next action
at is selected based on the the agent’s belief state bt as determined by its state estimator, rather than
the observation emitted from the environment ot [10]. Alternatively, in Amrl the agent is learning an
optimal policy under a MDP with observation costs. The agent chooses between paying the cost to
measure the true state of the environment st or estimating it sˆt. Thus, in Amrl the state estimator is a
mechanism to increase the costed return, not manage partial observability.
3 Preliminaries
We define active measure reinforcement learning as a tuple: (S,A, P, S′, R, C, γ). The components
(S,A, P, S′, R, γ) make up a standard MDP where S is the state-space, A is the action-space,
P (s′|s, a) is the state transition probabilities, R(s, a) is the reward function, and γ ∈ [0, 1] is a
discount factor. P and R are not known by the agent. C(m) is the cost charged to the agent each
time it decides to measure the state of the environment. Thus, for a state s, the environment returns
the cost as follows:
C(m) =
{
c > 0, if m = measure the state
0, otherwise.
(1)
Applications may have multiple observation classesM = {0, 1, 2, ...}, such as different sensors
that serve different purposes. In this case, each measurement class m ∈ M may have a different
associated cost. Selecting m constitutes the active learning choice on the part of the agent. The values
of m > 0 indicate a specific observation class (such as a specific sensor) to be used, whereas m = 0
specifies that no measurement of the environment is to made1.
As in [16], at each time step t the agent selects an action pair. In Amrl, the action pair (at,mt)
consists of an atomic process at ∈ A (e.g., move left) and an observation class mt ∈ M. Thus,
if mt > 0, the process at is applied to the environment, and the environment returns the reward
rt+1 and the next state observation st+1 measured via mt (rt+1, st+1 = Env(at,mt)). Here, st+1
results from the underlying, unknown transition dynamics P (st, at). For mt = 0, the process at is
applied to the environment, but the environment only returns the reward rt+1 = Env(at,mt). In
this case, the Amrl agent estimates the next state sˆt+1 ∼ Pˆ (st, at), and selects its next action pair
(at+1,mt+1) based on this estimate, sˆt+1. This leads to an alternative agent-environment interaction
sequence of the form:
s0, a0, (r1 − c1), sˆ2, a1, (r2 − c2), sˆ3, a3, (r3 − cr), s4..., (2)
1Whenm = 0, the agent uses its state estimator in place of a measurement of the environment.
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Figure 1: This figure illustrates a five state Markov chain.
where the agent starts each episode with a true measurement of the environment’s current state,
s0, and proceeds to sequentially select action pairs that determine the process at to be applied and
whether to measure the next state st+1 or estimate sˆt+1 instead.
Importantly, the reward emitted from the environment is always a function of the process at and
the true state of the environment st irregardless of whether the agent selected at based on st or an
estimate sˆt. For simplicity and generalization, at times we drop the hat notation on the state estimates.
In this work, we focus on episodic environments with discrete states, S = {1, ..., |S|}, and action
sets A = {1, ..., |A|}, and stationary state-transition dynamics. In an MDP with measurement costs,
the objective is to select a sequence of action pairs (at,mt) that maximize the costed return, which is
defined as the discounted sum of rewards minus the sum of measurement costs:
v(s) = E
[ ∞∑
t=0
γt
(
R(st, at)− C(mt)
) | s = s0]. (3)
In Amrl, a policy, pi maps states S and actions pairs AP to a probability pi : S ×AP → [0, 1], such
that pi(s, ap) is the probability of selecting action pair ap ∈ AP in state s ∈ S. The value function
associated with policy pi is:
vpi(s) = E
[ ∞∑
t=0
γt
(
R(st, at)− C(st, at)
) | s = s0], (4)
where the actions are selected according to pi. Since actions pairs can be though of as a higher-level
class of action, the standard RL theorems hold. Thus, there is at least one policy pi∗ such that
V pi(s) ≥ V pi∗(s), where pi∗ is an optimal policy and V ∗ is the corresponding value function.
4 Amrl-Q
We propose an initial implementation of the Amrl framework for a tabular learning environment. Our
proposed solution utilizes Q-learning for the value function and a statistical state transition model.
We focus on tabular problems here for clarity in the demonstration and analysis. Our future work will
implement Amrl solutions for continuous state and action spaces.
4.1 Overview
As previously stated, Amrl-Q framework learns a value function Q, and a state estimator
Pˆ (St+1|St, at) in parallel. Learning Pˆ and Q is essential to the active learning based solution
which enables the agent to reduce its the total number of times it requests a true measurement. The
theory behind this can be demonstrated with the Markov chain in Figure 1.
This Markov chain forms a two action (left, right) episodic RL problem where the agent starts in
stage zero, and receives a reward of one upon entering the absorbing state, state four. For temporal
difference (TD) learning methods, such as Q-learning, applied to episodic problems such as this, the
value of states and actions is refined over episodes of training from the state closest to the absorbing
state back to the start state. The backup algorithm for Q-learning is:
Q(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α
[
rt+1 γmax
a
Q(st+1, a)−Q(st, at)
]
, (5)
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where Q(st, at) is the value of action a in state s at time t, α is the learning rate and γ is the discount
factor. If we assume a Q-table initialized to zeros, after one episode of training is complete, only
Q(s = 3, a = right) will have a value greater than zero; after the second episode is complete, states
2 and 3 will have values greater than zero, and so on. In general, for an n-state chain of this nature,
the agent will require n− 1 episodes of training to start to improve the Q-values associated with the
start state, state 0.
The number of times the agent visits each state per episode indicates how many true measurements of
the environment it will make. We can estimate this by calculating the fundamental matrix N of the
absorbing Markov chain P shown in Figure 1. The fundamental matrix is defined as N = (I −Q)−1,
where I is the identify matrix and Q is the t× t matrix representing the transient states in P . Based
on this, the expected number of state visits before absorbing for an agent starting in state 0 and
following a random policy is 8,6,4 and 2, respectively. Thus, in the first four episodes of training, the
Q-agent is expected to take 46 measurements of the environment.
If we consider the state estimator Pˆ learned by Amrl, according to the calculations above, in the first
episode of training the agent is expected to have tried both actions in each state 4, 3, 2 and 1 times,
respectively. Since for a deterministic P , the agent must try each state-action pair once to have an
accurate Pˆ , Amrl can safely switch from actively measuring the next state, to estimating it with Pˆ
after the first episode of training. Moreover, because the agent tries actions in states closer to the start
sooner and more frequently, it can switch to using Pˆ in these states even before the first episode of
training ends. In this way, Amrl is able to improve measurement efficiency well beyond what can be
achieved by standard RL methods and model-based RL.
4.2 Algorithm
The Amrl-Q algorithm maintains |A|, |S|×|S| count-based statistics table for state transitions models
Pˆa. In this initial presentation, we limit the agent to selecting from one observation class. Therefore,
the agent maintains an |S| × (|A| · 2) dimensional Q-table, where |A| × 2 is the number of action
pairs. An environment with 2 action has 4 action pairs, and thus, a four column Q-table.
The Q-table is update in the standard way as:
Q(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α
[
(rt+1 − ct+1) γmax
a
Q(st+1, a)−Q(st, at)
]
(6)
The agent employs an -greedy strategy to pick action pairs from the Q-table. If the action pair at
time t includes mt = 1, then the agent chooses to pay the cost c of measuring the next state from the
environment. Otherwise, the agent estimates the next state from its model as st+1 ∼ Pˆa(st). When
the agent chooses to measure the true state, it updates Pˆa(st, st+1) for the corresponding action
a = at
Much like a human learning a new task, the first few times an agent enters a state it must measure
the result of taking an action. We produce this behaviour by initializing Q-values for action pairs
involving state measurements m = 1 with small positive value, and zero for Q-values related to
measurements m = 0 (implications of initialization are discussed below).
Over successive visits to a state s and applications of a process a and measurement m = 1, the
return for s will be less than the maximum possible return because the measurement cost C(m) is
subtracted from the reward R(s, a). Since moving without measuring does not incur an additional
measurement cost, in time and as the model improves, moving and relying on the learned model
produces an increased reward and the agent shifts to this strategy.
The outline of the algorithm is:
• Initialize a biased Q-table of size |S| × |A| · 2
• Initialize |A| state-transition statistic table of size |S| × |S| to zeros
• get the first state s = s0 from the environment
• repeat until done
– Select action pair (a,m) with  greedy policy from Q table for state s
– Apply action a to environment
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– If measure m = 1:
∗ Measure next state s′ in environment
∗ Update state transition model for action a Pˆa[s, s′] += 1
– Else:
∗ Sample next state s′ ∼ Pˆa(s)
– Get reward r from environment
– Get cost c from the environment
– Update Q table for state s with tuple (s, a, r − c, s′)
– Set s← s′
5 Experimental Setup
The following experiments are conducted on episodic, discrete state and action problems. Our
analysis involves three standard RL environments (Chain, Frozen Lake 8 × 8 and Taxi) and one
new environment (Junior Scientist). Each of these environments has the feature that the agent must
actively decide if and when to measure the state of the environment. In the case of the OpenAI Gym
environments (Frozen Lake and Taxi), we have implemented a wrapper class in Python that adds the
Amrl functionality.
5.1 RL Environments
Chain environment: A chain of 11 states, s ∈ {0, ..., 11}, where the agent starts at s0 and the
episodes ends when the agent enters s10. Upon entering goal state s10, the agent receives a reward of
r = 1. The agent receives a reward of r = −0.01 at each time step. The agent is charged a measure
cost of c = 0.05 for measuring the state of the environment. Measuring the state results in the
environment returning the current state in chain. The action space is A = {move left, move right}.
We evaluate the performance with both deterministic state transitions and stochastic state transitions.
In the stochastic setup, the environment has a probability p of the actions being swapped at each time
step.
Frozen Lake 8 × 8 environment: In this environment, the agent learns to navigate from a start
location to a goal in a frozen lake grid with holes in the ice. Each episode ends when the agent reaches
the goal or falls through a hole in the ice. The agent receives a reward of r = 1 at the goal, r = 0
otherwise. The agent pays a cost of c = 0.01 for measuring the state of the environment. Measuring
the state results in the environment returning the current position in the 2-dimensional frozen lake
grid. The action-space in the environment is A = {move left, move right, move up, move down}. In
this implementation, the agent is prevented from moving off the grid. We evaluate the agents with
both the predefined deterministic and slippery settings in the openAI gym.
Taxi environment: The agent learns to navigate a city grid world to pick up and drop off passengers
at the appropriate location [6]. The agent receives a reward r = 20 for dropping off at the correct
location, r = −10 for illegal pickup or drop-off and r = −1 at each time step. The agent is
charged a cost of c = 0.01 for measuring the state of the environment. Measuring the state results
in the environment returning the current position in the city grid. The action-space includes A =
{move left, move right, move up, move down, pickup, drop-off}.
Junior Scientist environment: This environment emulates a student learning to manipulate an energy
source to produce a desired state change in a target material. Specifically, the agent starts with a
sealed container of water composed of an initial h0 percent ice, l0 percent water and g0 percent gas
(h0 + l0 + g0 = 1). The agent learns to sequentially and incrementally adjust a heat source in order
to transition the ratio of ice, liquid, gas from (h0, l0, g0) to a goal ratio (h, l, g). The episode ends
when the agent declares that it has reached the goal and it is correctly in the goal state. The action-
space includes A = {decrease, increase, done}, where decrease and increase are fixed incremental
adjustments in the energy source. The agent receives a reward of r = 1 when it reaches the goal and
it correctly declares that it is done, and receives a reward of r = −0.05 at each time step. The agent
is charged c = 0.01 for measuring the state of the environment. Measuring the state results in the
environment returning the cumulative energy which has been added or removed from the system.
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Figure 2: Left: Mean steps to the goal by episode in the deterministic Chain environment. Right:
Mean costed return in the deterministic Chain environment.
5.2 RL Algorithms
We compare the relative performance of Amrl-Q to non-active methods: Q-learning [19] and Dyna-Q
[18]. Since neither Q-learning nor Dyna-Q are active RL methods, they require a measurement of the
environment at each time step. As a result, they are charged the measurement cost C at each time
step. The relative performance of these methods is assessed in terms of the sum of reward minus
observation costs, along with the mean number of steps and measurements per episode. To the best
of our knowledge, we are proposing the first solution to the Amrl problems. As such, Q-learning and
Dyna-Q are a reasonable baseline for comparison in this introductory work.
5.3 Methodology
For each RL algorithm in our evaluation, we utilize a discount factor of γ = 0.9 and -greedy
exploration  = 0.1. The Q-tables for both Q-learning and Dyna-Q are initialized to zeros. The
columns of the Q-table in Amrl-Q associated with estimate (m = 0) are initialized to zeros and those
associated with measure (m = 1) were set to a small positive, typically 0.1 (we also explore the
impact of larger values). The results presented are mean performance averaged over 20 random trials,
enough to be statistically significant. We employ 5 planning steps, a reasonable baseline, in Dyna-Q
after each real step.
6 Results
We initially focus on the performance of each agent in the deterministic environments. We highlight
the impact of stochasticity in the Discussion.
6.1 Chain
The mean performance of each agent is shown in Figure 2. The left plot displays the mean number of
steps to the goal for Q-learning, Dyna-Q, and Amrl-Q. All three methods learn a policy that takes
a similar number of steps to the goal. Naturally, Dyna-Q learns faster (red line versus green and
blue). It worth noting that Dyna styled planning could easily be incorporated into Amrl-Q as an
enhancement, however, this is beyond the scope of this study.
Whilst Q-learning and Dyna-Q require a measurement after each action, Amrl-Q actively decides
whether to measure or estimate the next state. The purple line in Figure 2 show the mean number of
measurements per episode made by Amrl-Q. In the very early episodes, the number of measurements
is similar to Dyna-Q, however, it quickly drops well below the alternatives.
The cost savings resulting from fewer measurements for Amrl-Q can be seen in the higher costed
return presented in the plot on the right. As in the previous analysis, Amrl-Q is initially similar
to Dyna-Q. This holds while Amrl-Q learns about state transition dynamics. Because Amrl-Q
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Figure 3: Bar plots comparing the state visit and measurement distribution for Q-learning and Amrl-Q
on the Chain environment after 1, 20 and 40 (left, centre, right) episodes of training.
Figure 4: Two-dimensional histograms comparing of the number of state visits and measurements
made by Q-learning versus Amrl-Q on the Chain environment.
dynamically shifts its measurement behaviour in each state as it learns about the transition dynamics,
over episodes of training it reduces its measurement costs to acquire a higher costed return (blue line).
Figure 3 summarizes the total number of visits and measurements made in each state after 1, 20
and 40 episodes of training for Q-learning2 and Amrl-Q. The plot on the left shows that initially
Amrl-Q (blue bar) visits most states slightly more frequently than Q-learning (red bar). Importantly,
however, the purple bars show that it measures each state less frequently than Q-learning. Thus, the
measurement costs are lower from the outset. After 20 and 40 episodes of training (centre and right
plots), the state visit frequency of Amrl-Q is consistent with Q-learning. In these later episodes of
training, however, Amrl-Q requires significantly fewer state measurements than Q-learning. This
highlights the advantage that the Amrl framework has in its ability to shift from measuring the state of
the environment to estimating it as more experience (episodes of training) is gathered. This behaviour
is shown in greater detail in Figure 4.
Figure 4 contains four 2-dimensional histograms. These depict the number of visits to each state
(plots 1 and 2) and the number of measurements in each state (plots 3 and 4)3 as a function of episodes
of training. The x-axis specifies the state in the chain and the y-axis indicates the number of episodes
of training completed. The darker black cells indicate more visits / measurements, whilst white
indicates a moderate number and red depicts a low number. As a result of the learning behaviour of
Q-learning that was discussed in Section 4, the lower diagonal of the state visit and measurement plots
for Q-learning, and the state visit plot for Amrl-Q have a light red to black shading, with the darkest
black appearing in the lower left corner. The upper diagonal, where the shading is uniformly dark red,
shows the time at which the agent has learned a policy that enables it to directly transition from this
current state to the goal. This occurs within just a few episodes of training for Q-learning in state 10
(first plot, lower right), whereas it takes approximately 50 episodes of training for state 0 (first plot,
upper left). Whilst the state visit distributions are very similar for Q-learning and Amrl-Q, their state
2The state visits and measurements are equivalent for Q-learning.
3Q-learning measures the state on each visit, therefore, plots 1 and 3 are the same.
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Figure 5: Left: Average number of steps to the goal by episode in the deterministic Frozen Lake
environment. Right: Average costed return in the deterministic Frozen Lake environment.
Figure 6: Left: Mean number of steps to the goal by episode in the Taxi environment. Right: Mean
of the costed return in the Taxi environment.
measurement distributions have an outstanding difference in magnitude. The max state measurement
value for Amrl-Q (right most plot) is 6, in comparison to 16 for for Q-Learning. Moreover, in shading
in the Amrl-Q measurement plot quick shift from light red to dark red. In fewer than 30 episodes of
training, the agent is able to replace all measurements of the environment with its own estimate.
6.2 Frozen Lake 8× 8
Figure 5 shows the mean number of steps to the goal for each algorithm on the deterministic frozen
lake. Similar to the deterministic chain, Amrl-Q learns at the same rate as Q-learning. It takes
approximately the same number of steps per episode (green versus blue line). Dyna-Q learns faster
than the alternatives, but converges to a similar mean number of steps as Q-learning and Amrl-Q (red
line). Amrl-Q requires fewer measurements on average (purple line). The mean number of steps
per episode at the end of training for each method is: random agent = 31.95, Q-Learning = 13.99,
Dyna-Q = 15.45, Amrl-Q Steps = 18.52. Importantly however, Amrl-Q only takes a mean of 10.50
measurements per episode.
6.3 Taxi
Figure 6 depicts the mean number of steps to the goal for each algorithm on the Taxi environment.
This is a more challenging environment because it requires the agent to learn an intermediate goal.
Nonetheless, the relative performance of the considered algorithms is consistent with our previous
results. Amrl-Q learns at a similar rate to Q-learning, and takes approximately the same number of
steps (green versus blue line). Dyna-Q learns faster (red line), but converges to a similar average
number of steps as Q-learning and Amrl-Q. Amrl-Q requires fewer measurements on average (purple
line). The mean number of steps per episode are as follows: random agent = 31.95, Q-Learning =
9
Figure 7: Left: Mean steps per episode in the Junior Scientist environment. Right: Mean of the costed
returns in the Junior Scientist environment.
Figure 8: Evolution of the values of the Q-table for Amrl-Q on the deterministic Chain environment.
14.83, Dyna-Q = 14.67, Amrl-Q Steps = 15.30. Amrl-Q take an average of 12.13 measurements per
episode.
6.4 Junior Scientist
Figure 7 shows the mean of the costed return for each algorithm on the Junior Scientist environment.
Once again, Dyna-Q learns slightly faster than Q-learning and Amrl-Q. The plot on the left clearly
shows Amrl-Q shifting away from measuring the state after approximately 2,000 episodes of training
(purple line). The fact that the mean steps (blue line) is stable during this shift indicates that the agent
is not becoming ‘lost’ in the state space due to bad estimates.
7 Discussion
Figure 8 shows the evolution of the values of the Q-table for Amrl-Q over episodes of training on the
deterministic chain environment. The x-axis shows the four action pairs [(move left, measure), (move
right, measure), (move left, estimate), (move right estimate)] that the agent chooses from. The y-axis
shows each state, where 0 is the start state and 10 is the goal state. From left to right, the first plot
is the initialized Q-table. It is followed by the Q-values after increments of 29 episodes of training.
In earlier episodes of training, the action pair (move right, measure) has the highest values. The
sequence of plots demonstrates that over episodes of training, the action pair (move right, estimate)
comes to have the highest value. Thus, the agent shifts over time away from its reliance of more
costly measurements.
The shift to estimating the next state occurs naturally within the Q-learning backup algorithm and
sufficient exploration. There is a clear trade-off in this evolution. If an agent in state s relies
on its state estimator Pˆ before it is sufficiently accurate, it will be misinformed about its current
location. As a result, it is likely to select the wrong action and take more time to reach the goal.
Moreover, the agent’s Q updates will be applied to the wrong state. Alternatively, if an agent in state
10
Figure 9: This figure demonstrates how the initialization of the Q-values for act+measure affects the
number of measurements made by the agent (right column), and how it impacts the costed return in
noisy environments.
s utilizes measurements m = 1 longer than is necessary (i.e., when Pˆ is sufficiently accurate), it
needlessly pays the measurement cost which lowers its reward. In Amrl-Q, proper exploration and
the initialization of the Q-table serve to balance this trade-off. However, more sophisticated solution
using model confidence are expected to produce even better performance. We leave the study of such
methods to future work.
The right column of Figure 9 depicts how the initialization of the Q-values associated with measure
m = 1 in Amrl-Q shapes the number of measurements made by the agent. The top plot depicts the
number of steps on the deterministic chain and the bottom for the stochastic chain. The episodes of
training are plotted on the x-axis and the mean number of measurements is plotted on the y-axis.
This clearly shows that as the initialization is decreased towards zero, the number of measurements
made by the agent reduces.
The number of measurements per state-action pair has important implications on performance in the
stochastic environments. In the lower right plot, which applies to the stochastic environment, the
difference between the initialization of 0.01 and 0.005 is much smaller than in the deterministic case.
In that case, the agent using the initialization of 0.005 shifts to using its state estimator before it is
sufficiently accurate. As result, the agent is operating from error prone estimates of is current state,
and thus, requires more steps and more measurements on average.
The column on the left shows how the initialization impacts the costed return. The upper plot shows
that given enough time, the agent overcomes the larger initialization to achieve an equivalent costed
return as agents with smaller initial values. The lower plot demonstrates the benefit of a large initial
value in environments with stochastic transitions. From early episodes of training the difference
in mean performance (shown without error bars in the embedded plot) of the agents with different
initialization is small. In the large plot (with error bars) it is clear that the larger initial value leads to a
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Figure 10: Left: Mean of the costed return on the stochastic Chain environment. Right: Mean of the
costed return on the slippery Frozen Lake 8× 8 environment.
notably lower standard deviation. Given the added robustness of the larger initial values, and the fact
that the agent will converge to the same performance, we advise against setting it too close to zero.
The plot on the left in Figure 10 depicts the mean of the costed return for Amrl-Q, Q-learning and
Dyna-Q on the stochastic Chain. In this case, the action pairs involving measure m = 1 are initialized
to 0.01. The results for Slippery Frozen Lake environment are plotted on the right. This is much
more complex than the stochastic chain because it involves a larger number of actions and more
variability in the transition dynamics. In this setting all methods have a high variance. The actions
pairs associated with measurem = 1 must be set to a large value (in this case 10.0) in order to provide
Pˆ time to stabilize. The Amrl-Q agent begins to slowly shift way from relying on measurements after
approximately 1,000 episodes of training.
8 Conclusion
We introduced a sequential decision making framework, Amrl, in which the agent selects both an
action and an observation class at each time step. The observation classes have associated costs and
provide information that depends on time and space. We formulate our solution in terms of active
learning, and empirically show that Amrl-Q learns to shift from relying on costly measurements of
the environment to using its state estimator via online experience. Amrl-Q learns at a similar rate
to Q-learning and Dyna-Q, and achieves a higher costed return. Amrl has the potential to expand
the applicability of RL to important applications in operational planning, scientific discovery, and
medical treatments. To achieve this, additional research is required to develop Amrl methods for
continuous state and action environments, and function approximation methods, such as Gaussian
processes and deep learning.
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